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Abstract

The 'Dawson'Symposium was heldon September24 and 25,1990inhonorofJohn

Dawson's 60thbirthdaytoreflecton variousphysicsofplasma thathe had pioneered.

The internationalspeakerstouchedon a widerangeofsubjects:magneticfusion,laser

fusion,isotopeseparation,computersimulation,basicplasmaphysics,acceleratorsand

lightsources,spacephysics,and internationalscientificcollaboration.Highlightedin
i

" thisarticleare magneticfusionand laserfusioninvestigationthat Dawson has been

engaged in and the reviewsof the presentstatusof theirdevelopment.The impact

of the two-componentfusionplasma idea,reactorconceptsforadvanced fuels,hot

electronproductionby lasersand othernonlineareffectsinlaserfusionarediscussed.

Dawson's contributionsin thealliedareasarealsoreviewed.
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I. Introduction

In a festive and relaxed atmosphere on the island of Catalina off the coast of Los Angeles,

California the International 'Dawson' Symposium on the Physics of Plasma was held during

the typically southern California sunny days of September 24 and 25 of 1990. The Symposium

w_ held on the occasion of Professor John M. Dawson's 60th birthday (Sept. 30, 1990), '_

(actually a week earlier due to the overlapping IAEA Conference) to reflect on his trek

through research and achievements that impacted the comxnunities of plasma physics and

many allied fields. Some seventy international participants from the United States, Canada,

Japan, Europe, etc., including Johns' parents and Nancy's mother along with their children

and their spouses, gathered at this joyful event. The scientists there were not only from

academia but, also from many laboratories and private industries. They were his former

students, postdocs, associates, colleagues, and friends, and they still are.

The symposium was steered by the International Steering Committee listed in Table [.

locally organized by the Internal Organizing Committee, and its proceedings were conducted

' under the stewardship of Dr. Tom Katsouleas of UCLA. Thanks to the intense and sincere

effort b)" the organizers, the format and contents of the gathering were at the same time

reflective, informative, and thought-provoking, organized in such a way to encompass a wide

variety of the fields that John Dawson has pioneered and cultivated in his illustrious career.

The speakers and their top,ics were clumped into seven subcategories over the one and

a half days. They were: (i) magnetic fttsion, (ii) basic plasma physics, (ii) space physics.

(iv) laser fusion, (v) isotope separation, and (vii) accelerators and light sources. The list of

the speakers and their titles is given in Table II. As is obvious from the list, the far-reaching

nature of topics and the caliber of the speakers illustrate the kind of science and scientists "

John Dawson has shared his life and ideas with. If we tried to summarize the entire session.
lP

it would take a.s many authors to cover them as speakers. Here we have to be contetlt witll



a description of some of the highlights of the Symposium. I will like to ask leniency from

the speakers whose talks I would not be able to cover because of limited space. This is not
,,

due to importance attached to the talks, but rather the judgment I made for the nature of

the present journal. In particular highlighted in the following are the subjects of magnetic

fusion and then those of laser fusion and related topics. In Sec. II, topics of magnetic fusion

are discussed. Those of laser fusion and related areas follow in Sec. III. And finally, Sec. IV

covers other allied subjects of interest.

In the final section we survey the accomplishments of John Dawson as a scientist and as

a man. When it is appropriate and helps enhance the contents, my personal reminiscences

are occasionally inserted.

II. Magnetic Fusion

Although I never asked explicitly, apparently, it seems that magnetic fusion was John Daw-

son's first (professional) love, as he went to Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory imme-

diately after completion of his Ph.D. dissertation on atomic physics at the University of

Maryland in 1956. He quickly rose to the leadership of the Theory Division there. During

his Princeton era he has made many epoch-making works, including the one-dimensional

exact solution of nonlinear plasma oscillations, computer modelling of plasma kinetics, radi-

ation from and interaction with plasma, and others.

Harold Furth of Princeton University highlighted among these the concept of "two-

component" plasma reaction in the first talk of the Symposium. In 1971 Dawson along

with Furth and Tenney published the idea of operating a non-Maxwellian fusion plasma. 1

This was the "eve" of the announcement of the stunning results of the Russian tokamak. _

.John Dawson realized that the most reactive particles are those of high energy and thus it is

advantageous to maintain a populous concentration of energetic deuterons as much as pos-

sible by injecting a beam of deutrons at a high energy into plasma. Their calculations _llow
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that with approximately 150KEV injection energy of deuterons into as low as 4KeV plasma

(electron) temperature one can reach a "scientific breakeven", i.e. the Q value, the ratio of

fusion energy to the energy supply (or loss), reaching unity. Further he showed Fig. I (from

Ref. 1), illustrating the energetically optimal operation for fusion energy multiplication (the

multiplication factor F _- Q) for various electron temperatures. The graph shows the range

of deuteron injection energies of 150 -300KEV and the maximum multiplication of Q _ 4 ¢,

at electron temperature Ts -_ c_ (i.e. > 100KEV ). Such an operation is sometimes called

the wetwood burner, as opposed to the ignition, which is characterized by Q - oo. Dawson
,'

continued to pursue his interest on the wetwood burner. 3'4 The condition for Q - 1, which

imposes conditions on the plasma density and temperature through the plasma reactivity, is

often called the Lawson criterion of the fusion breakeven.

Dr. Furth emphasized by showing several figures, s including Fig. 2, that by allowing a

rton-Maxwellian plasma (or plasma with a beam component) the neutron yield and thus

the fusion power are greatly enhanced under given conditions. He showed in Fig. 3 that,

therefore, the recent world's major experiments have been run in this mode to achieve higher

• fusion yield.

Bruno Coppi gave a talk on his intersection with John Dawson's work; i.e., on the pos-

sibility of advanced fuel fusion. He commented that he was not aware of John's effort in

adva,,ced fuel till the early 80's, as the comprehensive article on the subject was published

in 1981. 6 While Coppi explores advanced fuel application in the second stability regime of

tokamak (the higher plasma 3 regime), _ Dawson was exploring plasma confinement configu-

rations radically different from tokamaks. John explored a concept summarily called surface

confinement or surmak, s'9 This may be regarded as an outgrowth of an octupole (or multi-

pole) concept, t° By increasing the number of multipoles the fields increase near the magnets

and decrease rapidly away from them, thereby providing a plasma nearly devoid of magnetic

fields sufficiently away from the surface toward the interior. These attempt_ by Dawson anti



Coppi axe motivated to achieve high _/plasmas so as to reduce the synchrotron radiation

from high tempeatrue plasmas. TM It is well known 8 that the cross-section of advanced fuel

such as D3He reaches its peak at much higher energies than that of DT (and typically less

cross-section even then). Thus it is necessary to achieve higher plasma temperatures (and
O

longer confinement time), leading to more radiation losses. Fie pursued even more aneu-

•_ tronic reactors of p 11B fuels. 12 John thought in this connection that it is worth exploiting

synchrotron radiation from the high temperature plasma to drive the magnet current.

In spite of Dr. Coppi's encounter with Dawson's effort in early '80's, John had been

working on advanced fuel already for many years by then. I can testify to this, personally,

since, as a newly arriving postdoc, I was assigned to work on a portion of the advanced

fuel reactor research project funded by EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,

CA) in early 1976. Throughout the 1970s he was actively working on so-called "alternative

concepts" particularly suitable for advanced fuels. This effort during this epoch canbe seen

by his numerous reports, s,s,9,12He was also thinking about floating internal rings with small
4

toroidal fields for advanced fuels. 13 Like his idea on beam-enhanced fusion reactivity, John

wanted to explore every possible avenue to improve the attainment of fusion, in this case, by

the (ion-cyclotron) wave-enhanced confinement. In his Final Report to EPRI (unpublished)

he explains" The diffusion of particles into the (mirror) loss cone can be considered.., through

the entropy change OS/Ot, (which) is roughly related to ion-ion collision frequency. If an ion

cyclotron wave is applied to push the distribution back to the loss cone, mirror losses could

be reduced. The minimum amount of power required to do this is Ti OS/Ot. I was assigned

to study such a prospect by computer simulation at the time and a summary may be found

in Ref. 14.

• I still remember John's face radiant with his heightened curiosity and excitement when

he found that one of the most important fuel ingredients for advanced fuel fusion 3He.

which is rare in natural abundance, seemed to be found abnormally abundant in Hawaiiatl
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volcanicga_es.IsLaterNASA's Apollomissiondiscoveredthatthelunarsoilcontainsa very

(abnormally)highconcentrationof3He on thesurface(-_50cm) thathas been deposited

by the solarwind._8This abnormallyhigh concentrationmay be relatedto the equally

abnormallyhighaHe contentinsolarwindsdue toimpulsivesolarflares.17KulcinskiIsargued
O

thatminingand transportationofaHe totheEarthforfusionfuelstillcan becosteffective,lt

shouldalsobe notedthatabnormallyhighisotopicconcentrationofSHe inmany commercial 4

metalshasbeen reported..19

John'scuriosityknows no bounds. Even when he isthinkingabout a magneticfusion

reactor,hismind may wander to Hawaiianvolcanoesor an x-raybimentalboiler,s or to

thesurfaceoftheMoon. ltalsosurprisedme one day in1976,when he was painstakingly

collectingnuclearfusionratesforvariouselementaryprocesses,2°'21'22as Iassumed at the

timesuchdatawere wellestablishedand on topofitJohn didthatchore.

III. Laser Fusion

As earlyas 1963(publishedin1964)zajusta fewyearsafterthefirstlaserwas constructed

and immediatelyafterBasov and Krokhin,24John Dawson suggestedthecreationofa ther-

monuclearfusionplasmadrivenby lasers.He has oftencome back tothe topic,including

Refs.25 and 26.Appropriatetohispioneeringwork,foresight,and interest,severalspeaker_

talkedabout topicsofrelatedinterest.

W. Kruerdiscussedgenerationofsuprathermalelectronsasa resultoftheresonantlaser.

plasmainteraction,and nonlinearbehaviorofionwaves.The hotelectronproductionlead._

to preheatingof the target,thusmaking itmore difficulttocompressforthermonuc!ear

conditions.Ina shortpulseirradiationofan explodingpushertarget(i.e.thepulseduration

lessthanI00ps)theelectromagneticfieldsofthelasercausea strongenough ponderomotive

forceon theplasma,thuscreatinga steepdensityprofile,atthemiddleofwhichtheden_it_ P

_ of the plasma becomes equalto the criticaldensitync (i_= I_c- rr_.'_/-t_,e"_._'l_,'.,,
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• _ isthe laserfrequency).At thisresonantpointinspace,stronglaserlightabsorption

takesplace,yieldinga heatedplasma(seeFig.4,alsoRef.27).On theotherhand,ina

longpulseirradiationofan ablatively-drivencompression,thereappearsa largeskirtofan

underdenseplasma,inwhich thelaser-plasmainteractiongivesrisetoa varietyofplasma
O

parametricinstabilities.IntheselargeunderdenseplasmasthestimulatedRaman instability

produces hot electrons with a modest bulk temperature. The amount of the hot electron

fraction correlates with Raman scattering is shown in Fig. 5 (Ref. 27). I_ these plasmas the

reflectivity due to stimulated Raman process can be greater than 10% (see Fig. 6 and also

Ref. 27).

Kruer went on to explain _he second top.it of laser-plasma interaction through nonlinear

ion waves. 2s Kruer and Dawson, along with Rosen, showed 2s that when the beat of two

electromagnetic waves equals the ion wave frequency, ion waves are nor.!inearly driven and
i

can play an important role in the laser-plasma interaction. In particular, the ion nonlinearity

tends to saturate the growth of tSe ion density perturbation 6n around 4% of the total

density no, regardless of the intensity of the laser above a certain threshold. The experiment

by Pawley et al.29 and computer simulations (Kruer) both agree reasonably well, as shown

in Fig. 7, but the value of 6n/n can reach as large as 0.3.

Both Lindl and Kindel in their talks touched upon the topic of laser fusion and laser-

plasma interaction. K. Nishikawz in his talk discussed the high frequency conductivity of

a plasma due to Dawson and Oberman 2s and related to the parametric instabilities 3° and

anomalous absorption. The talk by P.K. Kaw was about driving current by the ponderomo-

tive force of the electromagnetic waves.

In addition to the microimplosion of the fusion fuel by lasers discussed above, Dawson

• thought about utilization of intense lasers in initiating fusion reactions in less densities. [a

the paper 3' he introduced a simplest possible magnetic confinement system, a long solenoid
qt

plasma, heated by(a) laser beam(s), whose length is over a kilometer for the end loss col lf]rl,'-



merit time requirement (Lawson criterion). In spite of its length it has several advantages,

including guaranteed plasma stability, simple reactor configuration, etc. Its length is no

more than the SLAC linear accelerator and far smaller than the SSC (superconducting su-

per collider), only except for its utility. In fact, a hundred GWatt reactors can be placed at

each corner of _he SSC, were it a ring of the long solenoid reactors.

It so happened that when I was a graduate student my Ph.D. advisor, Professor Norman g

Rostoker, suggested that I consider as my thesis topic heating methods (by lasers or electron

beams) of the plasma in Dawson's long solenoid reactor. As discussed by Kruer and oth-

ers, the long-pulsed laser irradiation of plasmas induces the stimulated scattering, a highly

nonlinear process. The heating by electron bearr_q turns out to be again highly nonlinear.

It may have been fate that while working on Dawson's reactor concept, I fel_, the limited

power of the traditional analytical approach for highly nonlinear plasma probler_ and was

compelled to believe the only way was the computer simulation approach, which once again

Dawson championed. I somehow or naturally ended up as his postdoc.

IV. Allied Fields of Science and Technology

John Dawson's contributions to science and technology go far beyond those on magnetic

and laser fusion. On one hand his adventures are intimately related to the fusion research.

either for the purpose of making fusion work or as a spinoff of fusion research. On the

other hand, they are due to his adventurous, pioneering spirit which knows no boundary"

of disciplines. He often finds himself exploring new ideas in an entirely new field he boldly

created a moment ago.

One of his most famous contributions in the method of plasma physics is his pioneering

effort in the particle approach of plasma simulation. 31_2 It is in this endeavor that he inter-

acted with perhaps a greatest number of younger scientists, including J. Boris, W. Kr_ler.

J. Lindl, A.B. Langdon, H. Okuda, A.T. Lin T. Kamimura, V. Dec vk, J..N. Leboeuf. ,i_,
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myself. It was the vintage Dawson who started this endeavor, as he foresaw the tremen-

dous growth of the computer and the very complex and nonlinear nature of plasma physics.

_Reflecting on his contributions in the field, the speakers discussed the subject with Sudan

on the subgrid modelling and Decyk on the future directions of simulation. Besides these
D

talks, others such as Kruer, Kindel, Bingham, Lindl, and Johntson talked about the various

'_ physics based on the simulational approach.

John was always interested in concrete applications of science and technology for the

betterment of humankind. One of his many inventions was his isotope separation process _

that was discussed by Chen and by one of the banquet speakers Dr. Maniscalo of TRW.

His method of preferential spin-up of the desired isotopic element and the associated large

body of techniques h,:,_ been implemented and perfected at TRW. One such technique isthe

coil configuration called the Nagoya type III, which John encountered in Nagoya's Institute

of Plasma Physics on one of his many trips to Japan and was later analyzed in detail. _

This is a coil configuration that is effective in penetrating rf electric fields into the plasma.

This may represent a good example of one idea coming to fruition on a different tree; i.e.,

in a different country. Of course, John has brought a large number of his own ideas across

the Pacific, shaping some of IPP's programs and other Japanese fusion/plasma programs.

as Prof. Husimi, the first director of IPP, testified. The TRW's capability of separating the

isotope of I°;Pd turned out to be crucial in destroying malignant cancer cells of the prostate,

as the Dawson method is inexpensive in collecting a significant amount of rare elements.

Another allied area which John has been interested for many decades is particle accel-

erators and radiation sources, or to put it another way, the interaction of radiation and

plasmas. Although his interest in this field is deep rooted from earlier years, 3s the topic is

b presently quite hot and many lively talks have been devoted to this. Namely, T. Johnston

and lR..Bingham talked about the laser beat/wake acceleration of electrons _ and subsequent
'

developments, and C. Joshi talked about the latest development in photon frequency _p-



conversion in a pIasma. 3_ Tudor Johnston during his talk dedicated a very fitting poem to

John:

A plasma magician named Dawson

Is fertile with ideas that blossom, Q

Though his concep'ts are wild,

Each latest brainchild

Is backed by code runs that are awesome!

Breaking waves he found _as so fine,

Near a surf beach he never would pine.

_Surf's up in the hypercube,

Comes John in a supertube.

Riding waves till the end of the line!"

Catalina's the place to say, "John,

Though phase space is maybe a con,

. And flows and vortexes

Just sent to perplex us,

May you always find waves to ride on!"

V. Dawson as Scientist and Man

A great scientist, as John Dawson surely is, teaches more by example than in any other

way. While students, postdocs, and colleagues work with a great man, they have intimate

opportunities to learn just what his style of working is, and can make educated guesses

at some of the secrets of his success, as when papers are published and lectures are given.

however, they are too profound, too organized, and too remote. And only a glimpse into his
!

inner working and feeling to be able to emulate his style can be obtained in the inforn_aL.
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privatehoursgivena student.Perhapsone Of themain purposesthe presentarticlecan

serveistoshedlighton suchintimacysothatsome oftheexperienceswithJohn Dawson

may be sharedwiththereader,asIwas privilegedto sharesome ofthemost eventfulfive

yearsofmy career.John,thegreatthinker,hasmany outstandingtraitswe underlingscan0

learn.Insteadoflistingallthesetraits,I would liketomentiona coupleofoccasionsfor

'_ illustration.

It was probably the Summer of 1977 when Chaxlie Kennel, from our department at

UCLA, just returned from a trip to Russia. Charlie entered excitedly into Dawson's office

with his typical Contagious enthusiasm, saying that he witnessed a wonderful simulation

experiment 3s of a magnetosphere by Podgorny of Moscow. It was a crude experiment with

temperatures, densities etc., different from the real magnetosphere, but showed a global

magnetic field structure and magnetic activities. When Charlie reported his findings on the

experiments, _in the office were Dawson, Leboeuf, and myself, discussing the computer code

development called magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) part_.cle code, John's invention to extend

particle simulation method to MHD. 39 As a young and still brash scientist, I remember I said

something like Oh, it is easy for our code to simulate such. Such a statement can be made

when a young scientist knows nothing of what others have done; otherwise, he would be

afraid that such a simple thought would be too simplistic or, worse, wrong. As a result, one

tries to hold back, thinking something does not fit, or someone must have done it, etc. Now.

Dawson is not like that. One may say that he is a rah-rah gay, or more accurately, love_

new things and is not Mraid of what others might think or might not thini¢. He immediately

got excited at the prospect of doing (probably the first -- we did not know but it t_lrne_!

out to be that way) global MHD simulation of the magnetosphere. So we did just that. 4°

Lesser visionaries may have argued that we didn't have enough resolution, not large enol_l_

magnetic Reynolds number etc., so it was not worth the effort. Quite the contrary..]ot_rl

is the guy, himself, who was excited by the idea, just like a child gets excited by his _:,wt_
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littlethought,pursuingittillresolution.IfIam notmistaken,thiswas John'sfirstserious i

engagementwithspacephysicsresearch.IntheSymposium,Bob Bingharnelaboratedmore

on simulationsofspaceplasmas.

The secondexampleismore personal,ltmust havebeen a day inMay, 1976justseveral

months afterI graduatedand took a positiona,tUCLA under John 'Jhenhe came back

illfrom the Anomalous AbsorptionConferenceheldinCanada. ltso turnedout thathis ¢

illnesswas due tomalignancy.He wentthroughimmediatesurgeryfollowedbymany months

(years)ofintensechemotherapy.The medicinesmust havebeenextremelystrong,asright

_,fterprescriptionofthedrugsheinvariablybecameverysickand lostmostofhisblondehair.

What was most awesome and inspirational.tome was hiscourageousattitude.Upon the

major life-threateningillnessand thisequallyseveremedicationhe neverstoppedworking

on physics!John usedtobe a chubbyman, but afterthesurgeryand medicationhe became

quitethin.When he was too sicktocome totheoffice,we were sununonedtohisPacific

Palisadeshome todiscussour results.Without Jail,he fullydiscussedthesubjectat hand

whel).Ivisitedhim. A more surprisingthingwas thathe wasevenmore creative,oratleastit

seemedtome, duringthisseriousperiodthantheprevioustime.CharlieKenneljokinglysaid

thatbecausehe was freefromallthedailychores,he was more creative.Charllewas right.

Duringthisperiodhe workedon advancedfuelfusion,variousideason fusionreactors,MHD

particlecodes,isotopeseparation,freeelectronlasers,initiationofspaceplasmasimulation.

and laseracceleration,among othertopics,inadditiontomore _mundane" dutiesofteaching

students.This,Ibelieve,more thananythingelseisthetestimonyofwhat kindofman John

Dawson is.

Nancy Dawson made an emotionalspeechatthebanquetafterDr. ManiscaloofTRW

on his contribution of isotope separation, which produced the t°_Pd isotope used to help

therapy of prostate cancer. This was such an ironical coincidence that John's inspiration
I

and handiwork while fighting his own cancer helped many patients of cancer by his invent i,_n.
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Figure Captions

1. Energy multiplication factor F(_-- Q) as a function of deuteron injection energy Wo_
for various electron temperatures of cold-triton-target plasma, assuming total energy
release of 22.4MEV (h'om Ref. 1).

2. Fraction of total neutron rate as a function of neutral beam injection power, showing
the "two-component" idea of enhanced fusion reactivity (from Ref. 5).

3. Progress in magnetic fusion power in recent tokamaks (from Ref. 5).

4. Superthermal electron generation in short scalelength laser plasma interaction. The ('
electron distribution function. The density modification is important for resonance
absorption and suprathermal electron formation (from Ref. 27).

5. Electron heating in longer scalelength laser (underdense) plasma interaction. Heating
of the underdense plasma happens due to the Raman instability. (a) The electron
•distribution function. (b) The hot electron fraction of the irradiated plasma vs. the
Raman scattered light fraction, indicating the Raman instability nature of the plasma
heating in this case. The target Au disk with 0.53 _tm Novette experiments 0.5-4k J,
lns pulses at 1014 - 2 × 101SW/cre 2 power density (fro'ra Ref. 27).

6. The Raman scattered light fraction vs. the density scaleiength of the plasma L (nor-
raalized to the laser wavelength A). The stimulated Ramanreflectivities zreater 'than
10% have been observed in large scale plasma i_'radiation in accordance witl_ theoretical
and computational expectation (a detrimental effect that should be avoided for laser
fusion) (from Ref. 27).

7. The ion wave density fluctuations driven by beat of lasers. The saturation is due to
ion nonlinearity, as explained by Dawson and Kruer. The ratio of the second harmonic
fluctuation divided by the fundamental as a function of the geometrical mean of two
laser powers. Experiments by Pawley et al. and particle simulation are compared
favorably (from Ref. 27).
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